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Abstract
This paper tackles the problem of detecting potential con-
icts among independently developed apps that are to be
installed into an open Internet of Things (IoT) environment.
It provides a new set of denitions and categorizations of
the conicts to more precisely characterize the nature of
the problem, and employs a graph representation (named IA
Graph) for formally representing IoT controls and inter-app
interplays. It provides an ecient conicts detection algo-
rithm implemented on a SmartThings compiler and shows
signicantly improved ecacy over prior solutions.

CCS Concepts • Computer systems organization →
Embedded systems; • Software and its engineering →
Compilers.
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1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a rapid development of Internet
of Things (IoT) technology. In this work, we concentrate on
open IoT platforms. Unlike closed IoT platforms (e.g., an IoT
system for factory control), such platforms allow the public
to develop and upload IoT apps for users to download and
deploy in their IoT environments. In such platforms, the set
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of apps deployed in an IoT environment is not predened,
and these apps may be developed by independent developers
without any cooperation or interaction.

Open IoT platforms are becoming increasingly inuential,
exemplied by the fast development of home automation
systems (e.g., SmartThings from Samsung [18], HomeOS [5]).
On SmartThings, for instance, any developer may write an
app in SmartThings SDK, and upload the app to SmartThings
cloud. Any user can then download the app from the cloud,
install and deploy it in her SmartThings environment (e.g., a
house equipped with SmartThings hubs).
The openness however also brings issues. An important

one is conicts among apps. In an open IoT environment,
usually many apps are deployed at the same time, interacting
with the set of sensors and devices in the environment. Be-
cause these apps are independently developed, unexpected
interplays among them often happen, resulting in undesir-
able consequences. An example includes an energy-saving
app ESave and a security app SafeHouse. ESave turns o a
light when no motion is detected in the last 2 minutes, while
SafeHouse tries to simulate, when the house is empty, the
presence of people in a house by making the light stay on
and o alternatively periodically (half an hour for each state).
When these two apps are installed in the same environment,
SafeHouse fails to simulate the presence of people in the
house as the light in the house remains o most of the time.
Our examination of the apps on Samsung SmartThings

app repository [17] shows that such inter-app conicts are
common: Among 22 popular public SmartApps, we found 18
conicting groups of apps (Section 5). The number of smart
connected homes could rise from current 100 million to 700
million by 2020 [6], and about 1.5 million IoT developers are
currently working on Smart Home projects [19]. With more
sensors used and more apps developed, the inter-app conict
problem will become even more common.
Conicts could exist in closed reactive systems (e.g., an

automobile control system). But because the platforms are
closed and the set of modules and their interactions are
dened by a team in a coordinated manner, the problem has
been addressed through a specication-based method [1].
The method does not apply to open IoT platforms as users
may install arbitrary apps into them.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3316482.3326350
https://doi.org/10.1145/3316482.3326350
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Recent years have seen several eorts on addressing inter-
app conicts on open IoT platforms, but they have all con-
sidered some basic types of conicts: two apps access the
same device (e.g., in HomeOS [5]) or have dierent/opposite
eects on the same device (e.g., in SIFT [12]) or environment
(e.g., DepSys [13]).

In this work, we argue that the previous denitions of
inter-app conicts are over simplied, and subsequently, the
conict detection methods that they have developed on the
denitions are inadequate. We provide an improved deni-
tion that better aligns with users experience and intuition
(validated through a user study), and categorize the conicts
into strong conicts, weak conicts, and implicit conicts
depending on their dierent natures (Section 3).

The rectied denition oers a more comprehensive cov-
erage of conicts, and correspondingly calls for more so-
phisticated methods for detecting these conicts. Special
challenges exist on two aspects: how to represent apps in a
form amenable for detecting the more comprehensive range
of conicts, and how to eectively reason about inter-app
relations to nd all the conicts and identify their types and
seriousness.

The second part of this paper presents our solution to the
challenges. It proposes a graph structure named IA Graph
to concisely represent the controls in each IoT app and the
various schedules of events (Section 4.1). Based on the repre-
sentation, it uses an ecient algorithm to leverage rst-order
logic and SMT solvers to detect conicts of all types. It em-
ploys a novel method to further distinguish weak conicts
of various levels of seriousness based on device modeling
and conict frequencies (Section 4.3).
We integrate the techniques together into a tool named

DIAC (for Detector of IoT App Conicts) and evaluate it on
the SmartThings platform. The experiments demonstrate
that DIAC can successfully detect the conicts among those
apps with marginal time overhead. Compared to results from
previous work, DIAC shows signicantly improved precision
(90%) and recall (100%).

Overall, this work makes the following major contribu-
tions:

• It provides a systematic categorization of various inter-
app conicts in IoT and oers a new set of conicts
denitions that address some major issues in prior
denitions.

• It designs an IA Graph to concisely represent the con-
trols in each IoT app and the various schedules of
events.

• It provides an algorithm and a compiler-based imple-
mentation for automatically detecting various inter-
app conicts, and identifying their types and serious-
ness.

SmartApps

Operations Outcome

Figure 1. SmartThings Architecture

2 Premises and Background
Focus The problem focused in this work is inter-app con-
trol conicts. Debugging within an app [3, 11] is outside the
scope of this work.

IoT Programming Ways to write an IoT app are in general
in two categories: rule-based, scripting language-based. The
former is represented by IFTTT [9], in which, app developers
just write a few high-level rules. The latter is represented by
Samsung SmartThings [18], in which, app developers write
apps in an SDK on scripting language Groovy [7]. Rule-based
methods are easy to use by general users, while scripting
languages are Turing complete, oering exibility in pro-
gramming a broader range of apps.
The main techniques developed in this work are about

the principled issues on inter-app conicts. They are hence
applicable to IoT apps in both categories. We implement and
test them on SmartThings: Its extra exibility over rule-based
methods helps expose the full challenges.

SmartThings SmartThings provides a cloud-based plat-
form as Figure 1 shows. With SmartThings SDK, everyone
can write and publish SmartApps on SmartThings cloud;
it is free for users to download SmartApps from the cloud.
Once a SmartApp is installed on a smartphone connected
with SmartThings cloud and environment, the selected IoT
devices can be accessed and controlled by the SmartApp.
The communications between all connected devices and the
cloud and mobile apps are supported by SmartThings Hub
which connects directly with the broadband router. Smar-
tApps may execute in the SmartThings cloud, or on the hub.

SmartThings SDK is based on scripting languageGroovy [7],
equipped with libraries special to SmartThings. Figure 2
shows the code of a simple SmartApp.

The “denition" segment is for meta data of the app. The
“preferences" segment denes what kinds of devices are re-
quired by the app and other options. In our example, this
part contains only one section “Select devices". When a user
installs this app on her smartphone, the app will pop up a
dialogue window, in which, it lists all the devices with the
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//Metadata of the app 
definition(
  name: “A Sample SmartApp”,
  description: “Turn a light on when …”
…) 

//Options used at installation time.
preferences{ 
 section(“Select devices”){
 input “contact1”, “capability.contactSensor”, \
                           title: “Select contact sensor” 
 input “light1”, “capability.switch”, \
                          title: “Select a light”   } } 

//Pre-defined methods called 
// at installation and updates. 
def installed(){ initialize()}
def updated(){
  unsubscribe()
 initialize() } 

def initialize(){
  subscribe(contact1, 
“contact.open”,   openHandler)} 

//Event handler functions
def openHandler(evt){ 
  light1.on() } 

Figure 2. A SmartApp.

“contactSensor" capability in the user’s SmartThings environ-
ment, and ask the user to pick the one she would like the app
to control. After that, the dialogue window will ask the user
to pick the device with the “switch" capability in a similar
manner. This installation process automatically binds the to-
be-controlled physical devices with the variables (“contact1"
and “light1" in our example) in the app.

The third part includes some predened methods that are
automatically called during SmartApp installation, updating,
and deletion. For our example app, the method “initialize"
is called when the app is installed. That method uses the
“subscribe" mechanism in Groovy to dene the event handler
(method “openHandler") as the method to call when the
status of device “contact1" changes to “contact.open". Method
"openHandler" is dened at the end of the example, which
sends a request to change the status of device “light1" to “on".
Upon an invocation of the “onHandler" method, the cloud
sends such a request to the SmartThings Hub, which then
sends a signal to the physical device that has been bound
with the variable “light1" and that device will then turn on
its switch.

3 Denitions of Inter-App Conicts
A proper denition of inter-app conicts is fundamental
for inter-app conicts detections. This section examines the
limitations of the denitions used in prior work, and then
presents our denitions and categorizations of conicts.

3.1 Prior Denitions
Three denitions have been used in previous studies on
detecting inter-app conicts.

(1) Denition 1: Two apps conict if they access the same
device at the same time (used in HomeOS [5]).
(2) Denition 2: Two apps conict if they try to cause

dierent (and incompatible) actions on the same device si-
multaneously. This denition is used in SIFT [12].
(3) Denition 3: Two apps conict if (a) they may access

the same device at the same time or (b) they access dier-
ent devices whose direct eects on a certain aspect of the

environment are dierent. This denition, to a large degree,
resembles what DepSys [13] uses.
The three denitions form an evolving path, getting in-

creasingly more sophisticated. For instance, the rst deni-
tion is quite rudimentary and would even inappropriately
regard readings of the same sensor by two apps as a conict.
Denition two avoids that issue, while denition three goes
one step further; it considers some conicts by two dierent
devices. An example is that one app turns on a dehydra-
tor while the other turn on a hydrator in the same room.
Even though they turn on dierent devices, they still create
conicting eects.
Despite the progress, the rened denition leaves out an

important class of conicts: the cases when one app aects
the conditions used by another app as triggers for some
actuators. Below is an example.

SecHouse Example:A security app SecHouse starts
video taking when the room is dark and a door
contact is open, while a home assistant app MiniAid
turns on the light whenever the door contact is
open.

In this example, the two apps control dierent actuators;
one is video camera, the other is light. These two devices
do not have direct eects on the same aspect of the environ-
ment, and hence do not t the previous denitions of con-
icts. However, when these two apps are deployed together,
SecHouse will not function normally as MiniAid disables the
video taking action of SecHouse by preventing the needed
conditions from being met.

3.2 Our Denitions and Categorizations
Our new denition addresses the issues of the previous deni-
tions. It meanwhile classies conicts into several categories,
which could help discriminative treatment to the conicts of
dierent seriousness.
Specically, we dene inter-app conicts in two main

categories: strong conicts and weak conicts. Below we try
to give intuitive but informal denitions of them rst, and
will provide more rigorous denitions in the next section.

Denition 3.1. Strong Conict:When multiple apps run
together, there is a strong conict when some actions of an app
get disabled as a result of an interaction with the other apps.

Here, an "action" is an act a device takes (e.g., a light turns
on, a camera takes a shot). The two apps in the SecHouse
Example in the previous subsection form a strong conict.
When the two apps in the example run together, SecHouse
will not function normally as MiniAid, by turning on the light,
disables the video taking action of SecHouse by preventing
the needed conditions from being met.

Denition 3.2. Weak Conict: When multiple apps run
together, there is a weak conict if the apps control an actuator
dierently while no actions of an app get disabled.
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An example of weak conict is the SafeHouse and ESave
example we mentioned in the introduction. Because the con-
trol of the lights is changed by ESave (turning o the lights
if no motion is detected in 2 minutes), SafeHouse fails to
simulate the presence of people in the house.

The nal phrase in the denition excludes strong conicts
from weak conicts. In weak conicts, no actions of the apps
are disabled. In our example, SafeHouse still turns on and
o the lights as it is programmed. However, the control of
the lights gets aected by the other app and hence changes
the resulting eects of SafeHouse.
We note that dierent controls of a device as captured

by weak conicts are not always unacceptable to a user. Sec-
tion 4.3 will discuss dierent seriousness of weak conicts
and describe how the detection algorithm renes weak con-
icts through device modeling and conict frequency.

Implicit Conflicts In both examples we have given, the
conicts happen to the control or actions on the same func-
tionality of the same device that multiple apps operate on.
There are situations in which two apps operate on dierent
devices but still form conicts. An example is two apps that
control two dierent lights in the same room. They both af-
fect the brightness or the color of light in that room. Implicit
conicts may also happen on dierent capabilities of a single
device. For instance, one security app takes a 5-minute video
whenever a motion is detected during some period of time,
while another app takes a picture every 10 minute. Video
taking and picture taking are dierent capabilities of the
camera, however, both use the lens of the camera; when one
is happening, the other is disabled. Detecting such implicit
conicts needs some ways to capture the implicit relations
between devices and between device capabilities. We use
inuence zone to address the issue as Section 4.1 will present.

Conflicts andResolutions Together, these denitions cover
all conicts that we have encountered in our examinations
and experiments, including all the aforementioned conicts
that previous denitions cannot cover. In general, strong con-
icts are problematic as they reduce the functionalities of
some apps, while it is less clear for weak conicts as we will
see in the next section. The categorization helps us design
detection algorithms suitable for each type of the conict. It
can also potentially help with discriminative resolutions of
dierent types of conicts.

4 Conicts Detection
When the denition of conicts is narrow, the detection can
be simple. For instance, for the conicts dened in Denition
1, the detector needs to check only the set of devices each app
accesses as HomeOS does [5]. As the denition of conicts
become more comprehensive, the simple detection method
becomes inadequate. More complicated interplays between

P1 P2

P3

t(1): {P1 P2 P3}

P1: contact1.open 
P2: contact2.open 
P3: siren1.sound 
P4: musicPlayer.sound

P4

Figure 3. A simple IA Graph.

apps need to be examined and analyzed, which calls for more
sophisticated designs of the conict detection method.
Our designed conict detection method consists of two

key components. To assist the reasoning, we design a graph
representation to concisely capture all possible interplays
among apps and their controls of the devices. Based on the
representation, we construct an automatic inference algo-
rithm to detect and report all conicts. This section rst
presents the representation and then describes the inference
algorithm.

4.1 Representation: Inter-App Graphs (IA Graphs)
The rst step in the conict detection is to use a concise,
easy-to-reason formalism to represent the key events and
conditions of all the SmartApps installed in an IoT system.
Such a formalism should meet three conditions.

• It should be exible enough to express the operations
of various devices, the conditions for these operations
to get triggered, and the consequences of the opera-
tions.

• It should capture all the essential interplays of dierent
apps in a single IoT system, including those implicit
ones (which, as aforementioned, arise even when two
apps control dierent devices.)

• It at the same time should be amenable for automatic
inferences of all possible conicts between apps.

Our solution is IA Graphs. We rst provide a formal de-
scription, and then illustrate it with an example.

An IA graph is denoted as IAG = (Vp,Vд,Vs ,T , Ec , Ei ). Its
six elements are dened as follows.

• Vp : a set of capability vertices. A capability vertex is
a node that represents a capability of a device. Its ID
is set to be the concatenation of the device ID and
the capability. For instance, a capability vertex, "con-
tact.open", represents the open capability of a contact
device.

• Vд : a set of global variable vertices. A global variable
vertex is a node that represents a global variable in a
SmartThings app. Its ID is set to the concatenation of
the app name and the variable name. Such variables
are used to remember information across function in-
vocations. Representing them explicitly in IA Graphs
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makes it possible to consider their inuence on the
behaviors of the apps.

• Vs : a set of schedule status vertices. A schedule sta-
tus vertex is a node that represents the scheduling
status of a function in a SmartThings app. Some func-
tions in a SmartThings app are made to run at certain
times through the “schedule” API. We call them sched-
uled functions. Each schedule status vertex corresponds
to a scheduled function in an app. The vertex has
two attributes: "ag" and "schetime". Attribute "ag"
has two values, true if the function is scheduled, and
false if unscheduled. Attribute “ag” changes its value
once “schedule” or “unschedule” is called. Attribute
“schetime” records the schedule time of the function
(which is the rst variable in “schedule” API.) Such
vertices are essential for the treatment of time-related
conicts as shown later.

• T : a set of transition function vertices. Each transition
is a collection of Horn clauses, with each in the im-
plication form of “conditions =⇒ consequences”,
where both “conditions” and “consequences” are some
logic clauses, with the former indicating the condi-
tions under which the transition takes place and the
latter indicating the consequences of the transition.
We call those "conditions" the Preconditions and those
"consequences" the Postconditions of a transition node.
Vertices involved in Preconditions form the Preset of
the transition, while vertices involved in Postcondi-
tions form the Postset of the transition. If a capability
p belongs to both Preset and Postset of a transition,
p and p ′ denote that capability in Preset and Postset
respectively. Each transition carries an app ID such
that when multiple apps in an IoT environment are
put together into one IA Graph, the transitions from
dierent apps can be easily told apart.

• Ec : a set of control edges. Each control edge is a directed
edge that ows between a vertex in V = Vp

⋃
Vд

⋃
Vs

and a vertex in T . The sources of control edges ow-
ing into a transition vertex (i.e., a node in T ) form its
Preset, and the targets of control edges coming out of a
transition vertex form its Postset.

• Ei : a set of inuence edges. Each inuence edge is a bi-
directional edge connecting two capability vertices. It
is related with inuence zone, a concept we introduce.
Inuence zone refers to the attribute of an area that is
physically inuenced by a capability of a device. For
instance, the switch of a light in a room inuences
the brightness in that room; the brightness of that
room is the inuence zone of that switch. An inuence
edge connects two capability vertices if and only if the
two capabilities have overlapped inuence zones. Such
edges help in detecting implicit conicts. Section 4.3
will further elaborate this concept when describing
device models.

Example Figure 3 provides a simple example IA graph. It
contains four capability vertices, depicted in circles, P1, P2, P3,
P4, representing the “contact” capability of two contact sen-
sors, the “sound” capability of a siren and a music player. The
box t (1) in the middle of the graph represents a transition
vertex. It indicates that when either contact1.open or con-
tact2.open is true, the siren should sound. The superscript of
t (1) indicates the ID of the app that contains this transition
function. The dotted line between P4 and P3 in Figure 3 illus-
trates the inuence edge between the two vertices as their
inuence zones are both the sound of the same room. The
other edges are control edges, showing the control relations
among the device capabilities.

4.2 Construction of IA Graphs
This part describes the derivation of IA graphs from Smart-
Things apps. It is potentially extensible to other IoT program-
ming languages.

The construction process is overall based on code analysis
and the semantics of SmartThings APIs. Particular complexi-
ties exist in the derivation of the Horn clauses for transition
functions, especially on how to model time-related relations
and how to deal with control ows in the apps. In this section,
we rst provide a brief description of the overall construction
process, and then focus on those special complexities.

4.2.1 Overall Process
The constructor is written based on the compiler inside the
open-source Groovy engine [7], parsing the source code of
input SmartThings apps and creating vertices and transitions
of IA Graph accordingly. Static code analysis is used in iden-
tifying the control statements relevant to device controls
and creating symbolic notions for them. Eects of sched-
uled functions are determined through the static analysis
of the code in the functions and the device modeling. The
transition functions are derived through the static analysis
of the relevant device control statements and the modeling
of SmartThings APIs. The constructor models the eects of
both branches of a conditional statement.
Specically, when an app is installed in the system, ver-

tices are created for devices, scheduled functions and global
variables; transitions are constructed based on data ow and
control ow analysis. The generation of IA graphs focuses
on the controls of devices and device triggering relations in
the apps. As most device controls are set through SmartApp
APIs (e.g., “subscribe”, “schedule”, “unschedule”, “runIn”),
we build some models to capture the semantic of the main
SmartThings APIs, which simplies the code analysis. Ta-
ble 1 gives examples of the transition construction rules for
some APIs. There are other scheduling methods that create
recurring schedules, such as “runOnce”, “runEvery5Minutes”,
“runEvery1Hour”. The only dierence among these methods
is the recurring frequency. The transition construction rules
for these APIs are similar to those of “schedule” and “runIn”.
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Table 1. Models of Some SmartThings APIs for IA Graph Construction

API with Description Preset Postset PreConditions PostConditions
subscribe(erDev, “capability.value", subFunc):
Subscribe to event, i.e. when the status of
erDev is changed to capability.value, actions in
sunFunc will take place as sunFunc runs

the vertex denoting the
capability of the trigger-
ing device erDev

vertices denoting the capa-
bilities of the triggered de-
vices in subFunc

“erDev.value” change the status of the triggered de-
vices as per subFunc

schedule(scheTime, scheFunc): Execute sche-
Func every day at scheTime

vertices denoting the
triggers of “schedule”

the vertex denoting sche-
Func

the status of the
triggering devices

“scheFunc.schetime = scheTime & sche-
Func.ag = true”

the vertex denoting
scheFunc

vertices denoting the capa-
bilities of the triggered de-
vices in scheFunc

“scheFunc.ag =
true”

Set the status of triggered devices and
set the “chronos” of triggered devices as
scheFunc.schetime

unschedule(scheFunc): unschedule the function
scheFunc

vertices denoting the
triggers of “unschedule”

vertex denoting scheFunc the status of trig-
ger devices

“scheFunc.ag = false”

runIn(runInTime, runInFunc): execute runIn-
Func after runInTime seconds from now

vertices denoting the
triggers of “runIn”

vertices denoting the capa-
bilities of the triggered de-
vices in runInFunc

the status of trig-
ger devices

Set the status of the triggered devices
and set the “chronos” of triggered de-
vices as the sum of “chronos” of trigger
devices and runInTime

4.2.2 Addressing Complexities in Time, Branches
and Loops

How to handle time-related operations is essential for IoT
systems. In our context, it has two-fold issues.
The rst is on how to model the eects of time-related

APIs. An example is "schedule(scheTime, scheFunc)". An in-
vocation of the API sets a function ("scheFunc") to execute
every day at a particular time ("scheTime"). Our solution is
to explicitly model the eects of such APIs in the constructor.
The third row in Table 1 shows the Preset, Postset, PreCon-
ditions, and PostConditions, of that API. The bottom two
rows in Table 1 show the models of another two time-related
APIs.

The second fold of complexity is on how to represent tem-
poral relations in Horn Clauses. Temporal relations have
two categories: those on absolute time, and those on rela-
tive time. The former are temporal constraints of one ver-
tex, such as “when time is between 8pm and 11pm, light
turns on if contact is open”; the latter are temporal relations
between events, such as “when the door gets closed, turn
o the light after 5 minutes”. Our solution for represent-
ing such relations is inspired by the treatment to time in
classic high-level Petri Nets [2, 16]. We equip each vertex
in an IA graph with a special property named “chronos” to
represent the triggering time of the vertex. And meanwhile,
each IA Graph is considered to have an invisible (virtual)
vertex "chronos" representing the current time. This virtual
vertex has invisible edges reaching all other vertices. To-
gether they enable representations of time-related events in
the transition functions. For instance, the aforementioned
absolute time example can be expressed as “contact.open
& 8pm≤ contact.open.chronos≤ 11pm =⇒ light.on”; the
relative time example can be represented as “chronos ==
door.closed.chronos + 5min => light.o=1”. This feature plus
the aforementioned representations of scheduled functions
equip IA Graphs with the exibility for representing time-
related aspects of an IoT system, giving the foundation for
the detection of time-related conicts.

For a condition statement, the capabilities of devices ap-
pearing in its branches are represented as nodes in IA Graphs
as those in other statements. The only special aspect is that
the expressions checked by the condition statement become
part of the presets of the transitions of those vertices. Loops
are rarely used in SmartApps. Repetitive actions are usually
materialized by “schedule” kind of APIs. Symbolic notions
are used to express the impact of loop on device control. For
example, if trigger x lets a camera take photos repeatedly
for 4 times with a 5min delay in the between, the transition
is written as {x =⇒ camera.picTakinд = 1; chronos =
camera.picTakinд.chronos + i × 5 × 60(i = [1, 2, 3]) =⇒
camera′.picTakinд = 1}.

Some computations produce numerical values used to set
the parameters of some devices (e.g., temperature for a ther-
mometer). In the generated IA Graphs, when the compiler
cannot gure out the exact values, it uses symbolic notions
(i.e., free variables) to represent these computation results in
the transition functions.

IA Graphs oer a way to represent the controls of multiple
apps in a single form. The connections in IA Graphs naturally
manifest the control dependences within each app and the
interplays between apps. It oers the conveniences for a
conict detector to identify the parts of the controls in each
app that are relevant to the controls of certain common
device capabilities, and ignore the irrelevant parts, as shown
next.

4.3 Inference for Detecting Conicts
In this section, we describe the algorithm for detecting inter-
app conicts. We rst introduce a term solution set.

Solution Set The detection works on the IA Graph of apps.
Recall that each transition in an IA Graph carries a function
which is the conjunction of a set of implication formulas.
These formulas can be converted into a conjunction norm
through rst-order logic operations. For instance,
switch = 1 =⇒ liдht = 1 turns into liдht ∨ −switch,
where, "light" and "switch" are boolean variables.
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For a given transition t , let S be the complete set of assign-
ments to the variables in t that could satisfy the function of
t . We call S the solution set to that transition, denoted as S(t).
For the previous example, S contains two sets of solutions:
{light=1, switch=∗} and {switch=0, light=∗}, where ∗ repre-
sents all possible values. For a subgraph of an IA Graph, the
solution set to the conjunction of all the transitions in that
subgraph is the solution set of that subgraph.

Operational Denitions Before presenting our detection
algorithm, it is necessary to rst give some more rigorous
denitions of the conicts. The denitions are operational,
preparing for our detection algorithm designs.

Denition 4.1. Operational Denition of Strong Conicts:
For a set of apps A, let F be the conjunction of all the functions
contained in A, and S be the solution set to F . A contains a
strong conict if and only if there is at least one solution (de-
noted as s) to some app in A that can not be implied by S , that
is, S 6=⇒ s .

The consistency of this denition and the informal one
in Section 3 is intuitive: This denition essentially says that
after putting the apps together, the set of behaviors allowed
for one of the apps becomes smaller than before—that is,
some actions are disabled. For instance, consider two apps:
t1: switch=1 =⇒ light=1 in app1, t2: switch=1 =⇒
light=0 in app2. Function F would be (liдht ∨ −switch) ∧
(−liдht∨−switch). First-order logic simplies it into−switch.
The solution set S is hence {switch = 0, liдht = ∗}. It does
not imply one of the solutions to app1: {switch = 1, liдht =
1}. The two apps have a strong conict.

Before describing the operational denition of weak con-
icts, we introduce a term control subgraph of a vertex. For a
vertex p in an IA Graph, its control subgraph is the subgraph
of the IA Graph, in which, every vertex can reach p along at
least one path. We denote the subgraph with cд(p). In Fig-
ure 4 (b), for instance, cд(P3) is the entire graph, while cд(P2)
contains only P1, P2, and t2. The control graph of a vertex
captures how the capability in that vertex is controlled.

Denition 4.2. Operational Denition of Weak Conicts:
For a set of appsT , there is a weak conict if there is a vertex p
such that Si (p) , S j (p), where, Si (p) and S j (p) are the solutions
of the control graphs of p in apps ai and aj ; ai ∈ T and aj ∈ T ,
and they both involve p in their control.

We illustrate the intuition of the denition through the
two example apps shown in Figure 4. Vertex P2 appears in
both IA Graphs. Its control graphs in the two apps are re-
spectively the entire IA Graph in Figure 4 (a), and the “P1,
t2, P2” part of the IA Graph in Figure 4 (b). The solution
sets of the two control graphs are respectively {heater.on,
-(thermo.val<70)} and {heater.on, -(thermo.val<60)}. These
two dier, which indicates the dierences in the control of
P2—which is the condition for a weak conict in our informal

P1

P2

t1: {P1<70 P2}

P1

P2

t2: {P1<60 P2}

P3

t3: {P2 P3}

(a) (b)

P1: thermo.val
P2: heater.on
P3: window.close

Figure 4. Two apps with weak conicts on P2.

denition given in Section 3. The IA Graph representation
provides conveniences for identifying the relevant control
subgraphs and omitting the irrelevant controls for the con-
ict inferences.

Renement of Weak Conflicts Weak conicts have a
broad range, including all cases where the controls of a device
dier in two apps. They are not always unacceptable to a
user. For instance, two apps both control a siren, one sounds
it when smoke is detected and the other sounds it when
a window is open. For most users, this weak conict is no
issue.
It would help if weak conicts of dierent seriousness

could be separated by the detection process. However, a
perfect automatic solution is in principle extremely dicult if
ever possible. The seriousness of a conict is often subjective.
For the aforementioned siren example, even though most
users do not mind of the conict, some users do if they want
the siren to be a dedicated smoke detector and dislike the
ambiguity the second app introduces.

Our algorithm hence still captures all weak conicts, but
at the same time, tries to indicate heuristically whether a
weak conict is likely to be an issue for most users. The key
insight underpinning this renement is the connections be-
tween conict seriousness and device modeling and conict
frequency. Specically, we categorize device capabilities into
the following three classes:

• (C1) Device capabilities for exclusive control. For these
capabilities, two dierent controls usually create un-
favorable interferences. Examples include heater.on,
cooler.on, hydrator.on, dehydrator.on.

• (C2) Device capabilities for shared control. These capa-
bilities are usually intended for multiple uses; dierent
controls on them (if they do not disable one another)
are often acceptable. Besides sirent.sound, other exam-
ples include camera.shot, SMS.sendMessage, phone.call.

• (C3) Others. The likelihood for a user to accept such
conicts is less clear than C1 and C2. An example is
light.on. In our SafeHouse and ESave examples, the
dierent controls of light.on cause SafeHouse to mal-
function. But for another two apps (sunsetApp and
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earlyRiseApp) which require the light to turn on re-
spectively at sunset and in early morning, the dierent
controls could be both wanted by a user. Other exam-
ples of such capabilities include lock.open, stereo.play.

To further distinguish C3 weak conicts of dierent seri-
ousness, we add conict frequency into consideration. First,
we introduce a term, the frequency of a control. It is the max-
imum number of times that the control may take place in
a day. The conict frequency of two controls of a device ca-
pability is the smaller value of the frequencies of the two
controls. For the SafeHouse app, the frequency of its con-
trol of light.on is 24; the frequency in ESave is 720. The
conict frequency of them is 24. The conict frequency of
sunsetApp and earlyRiseApp is 1. Our detection algorithm
heuristically rates more frequent weak conicts more serious.
The frequency is calculated through simple linear algebra
on the temporal conditions included in the preconditions
of transitions. A more complete solution is to estimate the
actual frequency by considering all preconditions; it is much
more complicated. In cases where our tool cannot gure out
the frequency of a conict, those C3 conicts are shown as a
"seriousness unknown" group.

To our knowledge, this is the rst proposed solution that
distinguishes weak conicts of dierent seriousness. Its ef-
fectiveness is validated through a user study in Section 5.

Device Modeling for Influence Zone As we have men-
tioned, conicts may occur even between dierent devices if
their inuence zones overlap. To help detect such conicts,
we build a set of models to characterize the inuence zone
of a capability of a device. An inuence zone consists of the
area that the capability aects and the attribute of the area
that was aected. Table 2 lists the models of some capabilities
of some common devices. For each inuence zone, the table
also indicates the type of conicts that may be caused due to
an overlap of the zone by two apps; some are weak and some
are strong. For instance, turning on a light inuences the
brightness of a room, and two lights in the same room form
some weak conicts as both may cause changes to the same
attribute of the room. On the other hand, picture taking and
video taking by a camera both aect the availability of the
lens of the camera. They form strong conicts as one would
disable the ring of the other at a given moment. The seri-
ousness of an implicit weak conict is determined in a way
similar to normal weak conicts, except that if the involved
capabilities belong to dierent categories (C1,C2,C3), the
more serious category decides the category of the conict.

Detection Algorithm We design an algorithm that uses
the two operational denitions and device models to de-
tect all types of conicts. It is for installation-time detection,
working when an app is to be installed into a system that
already holds some other apps. Figure 5 outlines the algo-
rithm.

Table 2. Models of Inuence Zones of Some Devices

Capability Inuence zone Type of
area attribute conicts

light.switch room brightness weak
thermo.switch room temperature weak

musicplayer.play room sound weak
camera.picTaking lens availability strong
camera.videoTaking lens availability strong

Input: A: the existing set of apps; 
           b: a new app to install;
Output:
  SC: strong conflicts;  
  WC: weak conflicts; 
  SCI: strong conflicts due to influence zones; 
  WCI: weak conflicts due to influence zones; 

Algorithm:
  // P: set of places that b shares with A 
  // InfSets[p]: the set of places of A that overlap with p in terms of 
                      influence zones, where, p is controlled by b 

  G = AddToIAGraph(b, A.AIGraph); 
  findSharedPlaces (G, b, &P, &InfSets); 
  foreach p in P 
     p.f[b] = getControlFormula(G, b, p) 
     // detect weak conflicts on the same capability 
     foreach a in A 
         if (p.f[a]         p.f[b]) 
           WC.add(<p, a>, calSeriousness(p,a,b)); 
     end for
     // detect strong conflicts on the same capability 
     p.f* = conjunction of all p.f[i]    (i  A  b); 
     for i in   A  b 
          if (!compatible(p.f*-p.f[i], p.f[i])) 
              SC.add(<p, i>); 
     end for
  end for

  // detecting influence zone caused conflicts 
  foreach s in InfSets 
     if (s consists of places from multiple apps) 
        if (s.InfType == WEAK) 
           WCI.add(s, calSeriousness(s)); 
        else if (s.InfType == STRONG) 
           r = conjunction of f* of all the places in s  
           if (  p, q in s,  p!=q & app(p)!=app(q) & r  p^q ) 
                 SCI.add(s); 
  end for

Figure 5. Inter-App Conict Detection Algorithm.

The algorithm rst adds the new app (denoted as b) into
the IA graph. It then nds all the vertices of b that appear
in some existing apps, which we call common vertices. Each
element in InfSets is a set, consisting of the vertices that
have overlapped inuence zones with one vertex of b. Then,
for each common vertex in b, it gets the logic formula in the
control graph of the vertex in every app. If any of them is
not equivalent to b’s, a weak conict is reported on that
vertex as per Denition 4.2. The seriousness of the conict is
calculated based on the description in Section 4.3. A record is
added into the weak conict set WC. It then checks whether
the conjunction of all the formulas of a common vertex is
compatible with each of the formulas; if not, it regards that
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a strong conict as per Denition 4.1. It then checks each
set in InfSets. If it contains vertices from multiple apps, it
checks the type of the inuence zone. If it is weak, the set
forms some weak conicts; if it is strong, it checks whether
there are two dierent vertices from that set belonging to
dierent apps and the corresponding capabilities can take
place at the same time. If so, it regards it as a strong conict.
The procedure “compatible(f1, f2)” in strong conict de-

tection is worth more explanations. It checks whether there
is a solution of f2 that cannot be implied from any solution of
f1—that is, whether some function of f2 is disabled by f1. The
check is done through an SMT solver (Z3 [20]) by checking
whether f2 ∧ (−f1) can be satised. If so, it means that there
is a solution that makes f2 true but f1 false. There hence
is a strong conict. (To avoid interferences from irrelevant
variables, before the check, variables appearing in neither
the postset nor the preset of f2 are removed from f1.)

The algorithm involves the proving of about 2
∑

i=1, |P | n(i)
formulas, where |P | is the number of common vertices and
n(i) is the number of apps sharing the ith common vertex.
Because typical IoT apps are small, each formula involves
only several IoT device capabilities and hence can be proved
easily by enumerating all possible combinations of the ring
capabilities. And usually a vertex is shared by just several
apps in a collection. As a result, the complexity does not
appear to incur much overhead as our experiments shows.

Discussion on Cooperations One might wonder whether
intended cross-app cooperations would be marked as con-
icts by the algorithm. In SmartThings, we have seen coop-
erations among dierent modules in one app, but not among
dierent apps. To our knowledge, common app develop-
ments of SmartThings put all the intended device controls
into one app rather than ask users to install multiple sepa-
rate apps to get the cooperative control. With that said, it
is not dicult for our solution framework to handle such
cooperations: The cooperative apps could be labeled as a
group and be regarded as a single entity in our analysis.

4.4 Discussions on the Impact to Conict
Resolution

The focus of this work is on conict detection; how to resolve
conicts is beyond our scope. This part mainly discusses the
implications of the conict detection to conict resolution.

Conict detection is designed to detect all possible conicts.
Strong conicts are often more serious than weak conicts
as they disable some functionalities of an app. But conict
resolution ultimately depends on the user and the specic
context and scenario. Since dierent users have dierent
intentions and preferences even if they install the same apps
with the same set of devices, further decisions and operations
from users are hence required to resolve conicts.
As a result, conict resolution typically involves an in-

teractive process. Our conict detection method may oer

c-1. App19:

def installed(){
  subscribe (contactSensor, \
        “contact.open”, eventHandler) 
  subscribe (motionSensor,  \
        "motion.active", eventHandler)
}
def eventHandler (evt) {
  def hueColor = 0 
  def saturation = 100 
  def lightLevel = 100 
  switch(color) {
    case "Daylight": 
       hueColor = 53 
       saturation = 91
       break
    case "Soft White":
       …}
 def newValue = [hue: hueColor, \
     saturation: saturation, \
     level: lightLevel]
  bulb.setColor(newValue)
}

c-2. App20:

def installed() {
  subscribe (button, “button”, \ 
     changeColorTemp) 
}
def changeColorTemp(evt) { 
  if (evt.value == “pushed”) {
    def temp = colorTemperature \
       as Integer ?: 4100 \
       bulb.setColorTemperature(temp) 
  }
}

Figure 6. Example Apps.

several-fold help for the interactive process. It can provide
a list of inter-app conicts, and indicate each as a strong or
weak conict and their levels of seriousness. Thanks to the
design of its detection algorithm, it can further provide more
detailed information on the conicts: For a strong conict,
the answers by the SMT solver can give the information on
which functionality of which app could get disabled in what
scenarios; for a weak conict, the detection can give the
information on which apps have dierent controls on which
device capabilities. These information could potentially help
users make better decisions when selecting the options to
resolve the conicts (e.g., disabling an app in certain scenario,
uninstalling an app, or ignoring some conicts).

5 Evaluation
We implemented the proposed techniques and name the re-
sulting framework DIAC (for Detector of IoT App Conicts).
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Table 3. Inter-app Conict Detection Results

App
index

Description of SmartApp Device Involved Number of Conicts

Strong Weak
1 Turn on a switch when CO2 levels are too

high.
Co2Sensor,switch1 1(6)

2 Lock a door at a specic time if it is closed. contactSensor1,lock 1(11) 2(11,13)
3 Randomly turn on/o lights to simulate the

appearance of a occupied home.
presenceSensor1, presenceSensor2, pres-
enceSensor3, light1, light2, light3

5(4, 5, 13,
18, 11)

4 Turn on the hall light if someone comes
home and the door opens.

presenceSensor1, contactSensor1, light1,
light4

1(3) 4(5*,7*,13,18)

5 Turn your lights o after a period of no
motion being observed.

motionSensor1, light1, light2, light3 2(3,13) 4(4*,7*,13,18)

6 Turn on Monitor and sound alarm when
vibration is sensed.

accelerationSensor1, switch1, alarm 3(1,9*,16*)

7 Turns on a light when vibration sensed. accelerationSensor2,light4 3(4*, 5*,13,18)
8 Turns o device when wattage drops below

a set level after a set time.
powerMeter,thermostat1 2(10*,11)

9 A reminder of taking medicine (determined
by whether a drawer has been opened) at
a specied time.

contactSensor2,musicPlayer 2(6*,16*)

10 Turn o the thermostat when any window
or door opens.

window1, window2, thermostat2, door 2(21,22) 2(8*,11*)

11 Turns on/open selected device(s) at a set
time on selected days of the week only
if a selected person is present and turns
o/close selected device(s) after a set time
or receive a light signal.

presenceSensor1, thermosta, t1, thermo-
stat2, lock,garageDoor, light2, switch2,
bulb

3(2,3,15) 9(2, 8, 10*, 13,
15*, 16, 17, 19*,
20*)

12 Take a burst of photos when contact opens,
vibration detected, motion or presence
sensed or switch turns on.

contactSensor1, acceleration, Sensor1, mo-
tionSensor1, presenceSensor1, switch2,
camera1, camera2

1(15*)

13 Select locks, presence, motion, acceleration
or contact sensors to control a set of lights.

motionSensor1, motionSensor2, motion-
Sensor3, presenceSensor1, presenceSen-
sor2, accelerationSensor1, accelerationSen-
sor2, contactSensor1, contactSensor2, lock,
light1, light2, light3, light4

2(3,5) 9(2, 4, 5, 7, 11,
15*, 18, 19*, 20*)

14 Close a selected valve if moisture is de-
tected.

waterSensor,valve

15 When door opens, change the bulb color
and take a video as a safeguard.

contactSensor2,bulb,camera2 2(11,12*) 4(11*, 13*, 19*,
20*)

16 Turn on switch at someone’s presence. presenceSensor2,switch2 4(6*,9*,11,17)
17 Turn on the warning switch when smoke

is detected.
smokeDetector,switch2 2(11,16)

18 Turn lights o when no motion and pres-
ence is detected for a period of time.

motionSensor1, motionSensor3, presence-
Sensor1, presenceSensor2, light1, light4

1(3) 4(4*,5*,7,13)

19 Sets the colors and brightness level of lights
to match mood when contact opens or mo-
tion is detected.

contactSensor2, motionSensor2, bulb 4(11*, 13*, 15*,
20*)

20 Sets your bulb to default Moonlight (4100)
when a button is pushed.

button,bulb 4(11*, 13*, 15*,
19*)

21 Close the door if any window opens. door,window1,window2 2(10,22) 1(22)
22 Open the door if thermostat is o and close

the door if thermostat is on.
door,thermostat1 2(10,21) 1(21)

This section rst reports the results of DIAC on 22 Smar-
tApps, then compares with those from previous methods,
and reports the runtime overhead of our technique.

Methodology We collected 22 public SmartApps from Smart-
Things Github repository; they are chosen to cover a good
range of devices and capabilities. Together, they cover 33

devices of 21 types and 22 capabilities. Figure ?? (a) shows
the description of each SmartApp and the involved devices.

We compare our results with those by previous methods,
DepSys [13], SIFT [12] and HomeOS [5].

We additionally conduct a user study. Twenty users lled
a questionnaire. Seven computer science graduate students,
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Table 4. Comparisons

Recall Precision
our DIAC 100% 90%
Adapted 53% 74%

DepSys [13] (Def3)
SIFT [12] (Def2) 29% 100%

HomeOS [5] (Def1) 63% 84%

three in other majors, and ten other professionals. Eight had
prior experience with certain SmartHome systems. They
were all given some background knowledge on SmartThings
before the experiments. The users were given the 22 Smar-
tApps and the descriptions of their controls of devices. The
questionnaire consists of 49 questions on those apps, with
each corresponding to a conict detected by any of the those
previous or our method. To avoid biases, the users were
not given any specic denitions of inter-app conicts. The
users were asked to mark those they feel as true conicts
aecting their expected behaviors of some of the apps. They
in addition were asked to write down any other conicts.
They suggested none. From these results, we put together
a collection of conicts marked by any of the users; these
conicts are regarded as the conicts that a conict detector
should detect, as they aect some of the users’ experience. It
is worth noting that 75% or more of the users agree on over
90% of the questions. We call the collection users’ collection.
Eleven out of the 49 cases were rejected by all users.

5.1 Results from Our Method DIAC
The fourth and fth columns in Figure ?? (a) report the de-
tailed numbers of detected strong and weak conicts by
DIAC, where, in the parentheses we mark the ID numbers
of the apps that conict with the app on that row. We use *
to indicate the conicts caused by inuence zones. Our tool
overall detects 8 pairwise strong conicts and 11 groups of
weak conicts in Figure ??. Each weak conict group con-
tains 2 or 3 apps. Our manual examination of the source code
veries that these detected conicts are all of the right type
according to our denitions of strong and weak conicts.

Ourmethodmakes conservative assumptions on unknown
variables, which could potentially cause false alarms. But the
inuence is minor, for the simplicity of actual IoT apps. As
lightweight device controllers, IoT apps are typically simple,
with only 60–400 lines of source code in each, and a big
portion of the code is meta info rather than controlling code.
Our tool DIAC detects all the conicts in users’ collection.
However it marks four extra conicts, which are regarded
as false conicts by all users. One of the reasons is that our
device modeling overestimate the inuence of some device.
An example is the interplay between App 6 and App 9. App
6 sounds an alarm when vibration is sensed, while App 9
plays a medicine reminder through a music player. Our tool

regards them conicting because the music player and the
alarm have an implicit conict through a common inuence
zone. However, no user marked them a conict. The other
cases are C2 or non-serious C3 weak conicts.

The seriousness levels suggested by DIAC show a strong
correlation with the percentages of users marking a conict.
All strong conicts and C1 weak conicts have a percent-
age over 90%, all C2 weak conicts have a percentage less
than 20%. The seriousness levels of all conicts (except ve
"seriousness unknown") have a signicant Spearman’s rank
correlation coecient (0.8) with user percentages.

We next use several case studies to provide more detailed
discussions on the conicts detected by DIAC, and then give
the comparisons with the results from previous methods.

Case 1: Conicts on dierent devices. This case involves
three apps. App21 closes the door if any window opens.
App10 and App22 are two green living apps, trying to save
energy. App10 turns o the thermostat when any window
opens, and App22 opens the door if the thermostat is o and
closes the door if the thermostat is on.

Our tool nds that a solution of App21 (window=1, door=0)
cannot be implied by any solution of the conjunction of the
apps. It hence claims the existence of a strong conict among
the three apps. This conict can be intuitively understood.
Consider the state when a window opens. It prompts App10
to turn o the thermostat, which prompts App22 to open the
door. But opening the window also prompts App21 to close
the door, forming a direct control conict on the door. This
is a strong conict as App10 and App22 together disable the
action of App21.

Case 2: Implicit strong conicts on the same device. This is a
conict between video taking and picture taking by cameras.
App12 takes a burst of photos when acceleration is active,
motion is active, people present, or the switch is on. In App15,
video recording starts when contactSensor2 is open. When
recording videos, a camera cannot take pictures for another
app. Therefore, if motionSensor1 is active after contactSen-
sor2 opens and the video recording lasts 1 minute, the image
of the active motion cannot be captured. The combined IA
Graph of the two apps have an inuence edge connecting
the two capabilities. Through the device models shown in
Table 2, DIAC immediately detects the strong conicts.

Case 3: Implicit weak conicts on the same device. Device
bulb has two capabilities: ColorControl and ColorTemper-
ature. Figure 6 (c-1) shows App19, in which the bulb can
be set to dierent colors when contact opens or motion is
active. App20 in Figure 6 (c-2) sets the bulb to a specic color
temperature when a button is pushed. The two capabilities,
color selection and temperature setting, both aect the color
of the light. The device models hence help the constructor
put an inuence edge between the two vertices, which allows
our inference to detect the weak conict between the apps.
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5.2 Comparison with Previous Methods
We compare our detection recall and precision to those of
adapted DepSys [13], SIFT [12] and HomeOS [5] on the 22
apps. Figure ?? (b) reports the results. DepSys requires users
to specify the priorities of apps and the emphasis on dierent
actions; it denes and detects conicts based on these speci-
cations. It is not applicable to SmartThings apps directly.
We instead get the results based on Denition 3 given in
Section 3.1, which resembles the conicts denition in Dep-
Sys to a large degree (without the priorities and emphasis
needed from user specications). The results of SIFT and
HomeOS are obtained by following the detection methods
described in the previous papers.
The adapted DepSys method detects 6 out of 9 strong

conicts, 14 out of 29 true weak conicts and gives 7 false
conicts. Two of the missed strong conicts are similar to
the secHouse example, in which the control conditions of
one app is aected by others. They are the conicts among
App2, App11, and App15, and the conicts among App10,
App21, App22. The third missed strong conict is about cam-
era usage between App12 and App15. The adapted DepSys
misses 52% weak conicts. Many of them involve controls of
dierent devices that have same eects on the environment.
Some of the false conicts are due to the overestimate of the
interplays between apps on users, while some are the cases
where the apps have the same controls on the same devices.
An example is App5 and App18 in a setting such that both
try to turn o a light when no motion is detected for 2min.
DepSys mistakenly labels them as a conict because it sees
that they may control the same device at the same time.
SIFT achieves the same performance in strong conict

detection as the DepSys does. But because it considers only
controls of common devices rather than the eects of devices,
it nds only 6 weak conicts. HomeOS has a 63% recall,
higher than that of SIFT. It is because HomeOS labels any
two apps accessing a common device as a conict, while SIFT
considers only incompatible actions on the same device. Two
apps may both turn on a switch but to signal the occurrences
of dierent events. Their actions are the same (turning on
the switch), but they form a weak conict as they may create
a confusion to the user on the meaning of the signal. SIFT
misses the conict but HomeOS captures it.
Our method outperforms previous methods for its more

rigorous denitions of conicts and its detection methods.

5.3 Overhead
We measured the overhead of the conict detection on two
platforms: an Intel desktop equipped with a core-i5 CPU
(2.5GHz) and an Android Smartphone equipped with an
ARM Dual-core 1.2 GHz Cortex-A9. The conict detection
for an app against the other 21 apps takes less than 0.03s and
0.2s on the machines respectively.

Most time in the conict detection is spent on the exe-
cution of the detection algorithm; the construction of IA
Graph and other operations take negligible time. IoT apps
are typically small as mentioned earlier, and the IA Graph
only capture code related with device capabilities. As a result,
the constructed IA Graph are small, involving no more than
20 transitions each.
Recall that the conict detection algorithm involves the

proving of about 2
∑

i=1, |P | n(i) formulas, where |P | is the
number of common vertices and n(i) is the number of apps
sharing the ith common vertex. In our collection of the 22
apps, |P | equals 16, and n(i) is no more than 7 (contactSen-
sor.open is the most popular vertex). The longest formula
involves 10 device capabilities while most contains much
less than that. So the detection nishes quickly.

6 Related Work
Prior sections have already discussed the relations between
this work and the previous conicts detections in open IoT.
We hence skip them in this section. One other work worth
mentioning is the IOT calculus published recently [14]. The
work presents a formal calculus for IOT. It is complemen-
tary to this work in the sense that the more clearly captured
semantics by the calculus could potentially help rene the
implementations of our detection algorithms. The evaluation
part of that work includes conict detection as one of the
possible uses of the calculus. As that part is only a case study,
the work does not give deep discussions on the conict de-
nitions. The denition of conicts it uses is the same as the
previous denition in SIFT [12] (i.e., Denition 2 mentioned
in Section 3.1), which has already been compared with in
the previous section.

In a broad sense, our use of IA Graphs to model the apps
and the use of Horn Clause logic to detect conicts could be
regarded as a variant of the model checking approach. Model
checking is a method widely used for verications of pro-
grams and (concurrent) reactive systems. The related work
goes back to 1980s [15] and earlier. The key contribution of
our work is that it, for the rst time, systematically explores
formal modeling of inter-app conicts in open IoT environ-
ments, making the problem approachable by a customized
model checkingmethod. More specically, this work features
the following: (1) Conict denitions.We give new denitions
of inter-app conicts in open IoT environments, which essen-
tially dene the models for checking; (2) Representations.We
design IA Graphs to formally represent controls in IoT apps
and capture their interplays; (3) Inuence zone.We introduce
the concept of inuence zone and implicit conicts, which
are special for modeling IoT conicts comprehensively; (4)
IoT device and API modeling. These models help generate
formal representations that can well capture interplays of
device controls coded in the IoT programming language.
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There are some recent studies on debugging the correct-
ness issues of IoT control systems [3, 11]. They concentrate
on the implementation correctness of a single IoT rather
than inter-app conicts. They require the users to provide
some specications on the desired control policies and then
use model checking methods to detect the inconsistencies
between the implementation of an app and the policies.
Conicts could happen in traditional real-time/reactive

systems [4, 10]. They are typically closed in the sense that
the set of modules and their interactions in the systems are
dened in the design stage of the systems by a team cooper-
atively. The development of these systems often start with
some formal specications of the design, which then gets
translated into actual implementations in either software or
hardware. A primary concern in those systems is how to
validate whether the implementation is consistent with the
specication, rather than detecting inter-app conicts.
IoT is a kind of event-driven system. There have been a

number of studies on detecting concurrency bugs in event-
driven programs by monitoring memory accesses [8]. They
concentrate on data races, rather than inter-app conicts.

7 Conclusions
This paper presents a new set of denitions and categoriza-
tions of inter-app conicts in open IoT systems, and employs
IA Graph for formally representing IoT controls and inter-
app interplays. It provides an ecient conicts detection
algorithm, which shows a signicantly better ecacy than
prior methods.
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